Frequency of the Amsterdam criteria in a regional German cohort of patients with colorectal cancer.
Estimates of the colon cancer burden associated with hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) vary from less than 1 % to more than 5 %. Amsterdam criteria fulfilled within a kindred (classic Amsterdam and Amsterdam II criteria) are widely used to identify patients prone to HNPCC. The present study was initiated to assess the frequency of the Amsterdam criteria within a regional German cohort of 207 patients with a history of colorectal cancer (CRC). Data on individual and family cancer histories were available in 154 patients (73 women, 81 men; mean age at diagnosis 62.4 +/- 13.3 years). A total of 843 first degree relatives have been identified within the kindreds of whom 121 had verified cancers. In 28 of 154 families (18 %), at least one first degree relative of the index patient had CRC. With respect to a typical family history, five kindreds (3.2 %) were likely to suffer from HNPCC on a clinical basis (4 kindreds met the classic Amsterdam criteria and one kindred the Amsterdam II criteria). Testing for microsatellite instability could additionally be performed in 4 of 5 patients who met the Amsterdam criteria and revealed DNA instability in 3 cases. Moreover, a missense mutation of MSH2 (Gly965Asp) was detected in one patient with microsatellite instability. Based on the classic Amsterdam and Amsterdam II criteria approximately 3 % of a regional German cohort of patients with CRC are likely to suffer from HNPCC. However, the final diagnosis of HNPCC can only be established by detection of pathogenic germline mutations within the DNA mismatch repair genes.